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Abstrat

We have developed a new version of the ode built by Campo Bagatin et al.

, 1994a,b and Campo Bagatin, 1998 to model the ollisional evolution of the

asteroid size distribution. The new ode distinguishes between \intat", un-

fratured asteroids that did not undergo atastrophi ollisions, and asteroids

onverted by energeti ollisions into reaumulated bodies, or \rubble{piles".

The distintion an also be made on a physial ground, by assigning di�er-

ent ollisional parameters to the two kinds of objets, with the objetive of

simulating the di�erent responses to energeti impats that rubble{piles may

have { due to their di�erent struture { in omparison to unshattered bodies.

Rubble{piles abundane turns out to be generally higher when suh targets

are supposed to transfer less kineti energy to the fragments than monolithi

asteroids.

We have run a number of simulations of the ollisional evolution proess

to assess the size range where reaumulated bodies should be expeted to be

abundant in the main asteroid belt. We �nd that this diameter range goes

from about 10 to 100 km, but may extend to smaller or larger bodies depend-

ing on the prevailing ollisional response parameters, suh as the strength of

the material, the strength saling law, the fration of kineti energy of the

impat transfered to the fragments and the reaumulation model.

Both the size range and the resulting fration of rubble{piles vary widely

depending on the input parameters. This reet the large unertainties still

present in the modelisation of high veloity impat outomes. In partiular,

the simulations that take into aount the derived \hydroode" saling laws

(Davis et al. , 1994) show that nearly 100% of the main belt asteroids larger

than a few kms should be reaumulated objets. On the other hand the

present ode shows that the saling{law reently proposed by Durda et al. ,

1998 produes almost no rubble{pile. This saling{law was proposed to math

the atual population of asteroids whih it fails to do if ollisional proesses

are aounted for in a self{onsistent way.

Keywords: Minor planets, asteroids { Collisions { Reaumulation { Collisional

evolution

I Introdution

Due to the large number of objets and the non{negligible orbital eentriities

and inlinations, the asteroid belt population forms a ollisional system. Typial

ollision veloities are of the order of 5 km/s (Farinella and Davis, 1992, Bottke et

al. , 1994, Vedder, 1997) in the main belt, and at these speeds a wide range of

ollisional outomes is possible (Davis et al. , 1989, Petit and Farinella, 1993). We

refer to Campo Bagatin et al. , 1994a,b and espeially to Campo Bagatin, 1998 for

an introdution and a review of asteroid belt physial and ollisional issues.

In monolithi asteroidal impats, there is an energy threshold beyond whih

loalized target damage assoiated with ratering events gives way to global shat-

tering and target breakup. In the latter ase, the ejetion veloity of the fragments
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may either be large enough to allow all (or most) of them to esape \to in�nity"

with independent helioentri orbits, or onversely may be so low that most (or

all) of the fragments fall bak and are reaumulated into a gravitationally bound

\rubble{pile".

Reent years' spae probes and radar observations of asteroids suh as Mathilde

and Eros (NEAR probe), Gaspra and Ida (Galileo probe), Castalia, Toutatis and

1999JM8 (radar observations) are throwing new light into the previously poorly

known strutures of asteroids. The harateristis of some of these bodies suggest

that they an be reaumulated bodies; peuliar features suh as the presene of

enormous rater basins, about half the size of the body itself, in the ase of Mathilde,

suggest that the ollisional response to energeti impats may be di�erent ompared

to monolithi objets. In fat, rubble{piles may be less eÆient than unshattered

objets in delivering kineti energy of impats to external fragments (Asphaug et al.

, 1998), due to some reasons that will be explained in Se. III.

The reaumulation proess may be ompliated by the existene of a orrela-

tion between veloity and mass of the ejeted fragments. Some evidene of suh a

orrelation has been found in the past from laboratory experiments (Nakamura &

Fujiwara, 1991; Nakamura et al. , 1992; Giblin et al. , 1994; Giblin, 1998). The

experimental results atually show a large dispersion in the data, and the slope of

the tentative linear �t mathing them has to be onsidered with aution when on-

sidering a shemati mathematial orrelation to display the phenomenon. In fat,

simplifying the \dispersed" mass{veloity orrelation, i.e. veloity spread over a

large range of values for any given mass, with a well-de�ned, straight power{law re-

lationship may yield in some ase to misleading results, as will be shown in Se. IV.A

and IV.B.

Anyway, this is potentially an important �nding, beause suh a orrelation

would strongly a�et the extent to whih reaumulation is e�etive in reating a

\shoulder" in the ollisionally evolved size distribution (Campo Bagatin et al. ,

1994b) or determining the internal struture of the resulting rubble{pile objets

(Wilson et al. , 1999) and the amount of material falling bak after a shattering

event. Reent data, however, indiate that the veloity{mass orrelation may be

weaker or stronger|depending on the material properties|than assumed earlier,

and possibly depending on the spei� impat onditions or the experimental setup

(Giblin, 1998).

Another possible ompliating fator is that non{disruptive ratering events may

also reate a deep layer of regolith (fragmented material) and thus favour the trans-

formation of intat asteroids into rubble{piles. However, quantitative estimates (e.g.

Farinella et al. , 1993) show that the rater ejeta aumulated over an asteroid's

lifetime typially aount for only a small fration of the total mass.

Here, we shall report the numerial results that we have obtained on the abun-

dane of rubble{pile asteroids in the main belt population, as a funtion of size and

of some poorly known ollisional response parameters. Hopefully, future data on

the outomes of hyperveloity impats, the internal struture of asteroids and their

size distribution as a funtion of material type will further onstrain our models.

In Se. II, an outline of the numerial models performing the simulations of
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the ollisional evolution is given, together with a desription of the saling laws that

have been used, and of the models of reaumulation onsidered in the fragmentation

ode. The de�nition of \rubble-pile" is given in Se. III, and a disussion on the

possible physial di�erenes existing between these kind of bodies and monolithi

bodies is also inluded. The results of various simulations are shown and explained

in Se. IV. Finally, some onlusions are drawn from the results of the whole set of

simulations performed in this work and are presented in Se. V.

II Numerial Model

The aim of the present work is to give an estimate of the abundane of reaumulated

asteroids in the main belt as a funtion of their size, taking into aount the depen-

dene on various physial e�ets and modelling assumptions. For this purpose, we

have developed a new version of the numerial evolution model desribed in Campo

Bagatin et al. , 1994a,b. This ode simulates the ollisional history of asteroids by

evolving in time the populations of objets residing in a set of N

bin

disrete size bins

(usually 60), integrating numerially a set of N

bin

non{linear, �rst{order di�erential

equations. From one bin to the next one, the mass of the bodies hanges by a fator

of 2, i.e. the diameter hanges by a fator of 2

1=3

. In the original version of the

ode, at any time step the expeted number of ollisions between bodies belonging

to any pair of bins is omputed, and in eah ase a ollisional outome algorithm

provides the size distribution of the objets resulting from the impats, whih are

then redistributed into the size bins. In the urrent version, the ollisional algorithm

also reords the kind of outome ourring in eah ase (ratering, reaumulation

or disruption, with the latter term denoting breakup without reaumulation) and

separates the resulting bodies into reaumulated objets and \single" fragments.

This allows us to ompute, in any size bin, the fration of reaumulated bodies

over the total population, and how this fration evolves with time (we assume that

at the beginning of the evolution it is zero).

The ollisional outome algorithm works in the following way. For eah olliding

body the available impat energy E per unit volume V is ompared to a fragmenta-

tion threshold S (the impat strength), whih is assumed to sale with size aording

to two di�erent e�ets: a gravitational self{ompression e�et as suggested by Davis

et al. , 1985 and Housen et al. , 1991, and a strain{rate e�et (Housen and Hol-

sapple, 1990). The latter e�et dereases the strength for inreasing sizes, until

the former takes over and makes large bodies stronger and stronger (Davis et al. ,

1994). In absene of well established data, and to make things simple, we neglet

any dependene of the imapt strength on the impat veloity. When the available

energy exeeds the threshold, this orresponds to a shattering event, where the mass

of the largest intat fragment is less than half the mass of the target. Otherwise, it

is a ratering event. We have onsidered three main saling laws, basially the ones

summarized in Davis et al. , 1994, that we report here for the sake of ompleteness.

Energy saling:
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S = S

0

+

4��G�

2

R

2

15

(1)

Strain rate saling:

S = S

0

�

R

10m

�

�0:24

"

1 + 2:14� 10

�11

�

�

R

10m

�

1:89

#

(2)

Hydroode{basalt:

S = S

0

�

R

10m

�

�0:43

"

1 + 1:07� 10

�17

�

�

R

10m

�

3:07

#

(3)

S

0

is the material strength, as measured by laboratory experiments, � is the so{alled

self{ompression oeÆient, G the gravitational onstant, � the material density, R

the target radius. Figure 1 shows the variation of S as a funtion of the radius of

the target R. Here, as well as in all our simulations, we have assumed a value of

the self{ompression oeÆient � = 100. For the energy saling and the strain{rate

saling, S

0

= 3 � 10

6

J/m

3

, while for the hydroode saling, S

0

= 8:22 � 10

6

J/m

3

.

Note that some authors prefer to onsider the spei� energy|that is the energy

per unit mass (Q

�

S

, or simply Q

�

)|for shattering, instead of the strength; it's worth

realling that these two quantities are related by the following simple relationship:

Q

�

= S=�.

The behaviour of the three saling laws written above are displayed together

with the saling law proposed by Durda et al. , 1998, in Fig. 1.

The energy{saling for the strength was formerly proposed by Davis et al. ,

1985, who just aounted for gravitational self{ompression, without any strain{

rate e�et. As an be seen in Fig. 1, for a given material the strength is onstant for

any body of size smaller (strength regime) than the size at whih the gravity saling

inreases the value of the strength. After a transition range, the strength keeps on

steadily inreasing with size (gravity regime).

In the ase of strain{rate saling, we used two di�erent exponents: the nominal

value 0.24, that an be found in Eq. 2, and 0.33. The �rst one refers to what

Housen et al. , 1991 report, the seond one is to follow more reent alulations

(Holsapple, 1994). This exponent has been given di�erent values in the last two

deades. Fujiwara, 1980, and independently, Farinella et al. , 1982 suggested the

0.5 value, that meant a marked dependene of strain{rate e�ets on size, large

objets { below the gravity regime { should have then been very weak. Later saling

theories performed by Housen et al. , 1991 suggested a muh shallower value for this

dependene (0.24). In reent years, both hydroodes and revisited saling theories

are suggesting again a higher value for this exponent (0.33, Holsapple, 1994; 0.43,

Davis et al. , 1994; 0.59, 0.667, Housen and Holsapple, 1999).

The hydroode{saling instead is a reently derived saling law, inferred from

hydroode simulations of fragmentation proesses (Davis et al. , 1994)), it depends

on the properties of di�erent materials and has a strong dependene of strain{rate
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saling on size, namely a derease of 2{3 orders of magnitude between 10 m and

25 km.

We also report here a reently proposed saling law (Durda et al. , 1998), that

was argued to math the atual distribution of asteroids in the main belt, if inserted

in the present fragmentation and ollisional evolution odes. We heked that saling

law with our self{onsistent fragmentation ode and we antiipate here that the �nal

size distribution does not �t the observations, mainly beause of inonsistenies in

Durda et al. model (see Se. IV.F).

One the omparison between the impat energy per unit volume and the value of

S is made, the impat may happen to be either a ratering event, or a fragmentation

event. In both ases the size distribution of the reated fragments is alulated. See

Petit and Farinella, 1993 and Campo Bagatin, 1998 for a detailed presentation of

the fragmentation model. The ritial quantity that disriminates ratering from

shattering is the mass fration between the largest remnant (M

LR

) and the target

(M

T

), whih is given by:

f

LR

=

M

LR

M

T

= 0:5

"

SM

T

�(E

K

=2)

#

1:24

(4)

in the ase of shattering f

LR

� 0:5.

As for the reaumulation proess, we have followed Campo Bagatin et al. ,

1994b in adopting two di�erent models.

a) A \mass{veloity" model (Petit and Farinella, 1993), PF model in what folows,

that assumes that there is a weak power{law orrelation between the mass and ve-

loity of fragments ejeted in a atastrophi ollision, aording to the experimental

results mentioned in Se. I. The general aspet of the relationship between mass m

and veloity V that we adopted in our nominal ase is

V /M

�r

: (5)

The value of exponent r has been found to be about 1=6 by Nakamura and Fujiwara,

1991, or to be in between 0 and 1=6, with a mean value of 1=13 (Giblin, 1998), with

a onsiderable dispersion of data around the proposed slopes. Any fragment with

veloity larger than the esape veloity V

es

, derived from the gravitational potential

of the two olliding bodies, will esape, while those slower than V

es

will reaumulate

on the largest remnant. In this model, a given mass orresponds to a single veloity.

b) A so{alled \umulative" model, in whih no orrelation between mass and

veloity of fragments is onsidered. In this ase, the veloity distribution is the same

for all fragment mass and the fration of mass with a veloity larger than V is

f(> V ) �

M(> v)

M

T

=

�

V

V

min

�

�k

; (6)

where k is a given exponent, larger than 2 (to allow for onservation of energy),

and generally assumed to be k � 9=4, and V

min

is a lower uto� for the veloity of

fragments. By integrating over v between v

min

and 1 we obtain the total kineti
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energy of the ejeted fragments E

fr

. Hene:

V

min

=

s

k � 2

k

E

fr

M

T

: (7)

The kineti energy of the fragments is a given fration of the impat kineti energy

deposited in the target E

K

=2:

E

fr

= f

KE

E

K

2

: (8)

This model assumes that in eah mass bin, there are fragments with veloity larger

than V

es

, whih would esape. The fration of suh fragments is f(> V

es

). The

other ones are reaumulated on the largest remnant.

The above de�ned f

KE

is a poorly known parameter in ollisional proesses.

Laboratory experiments suggest values of the order of 0.01, while in order to be able

to reprodue the formation of asteroid families this value is onstrainted to be of

the order of 0.1. It may even vary with size and probably with impat speed. In

the simulation presented in Se. IV.F, we de�ne f

KE

as a funtion of the target size.

The situation seems to be more omplex in the ase of reaumulated objets, as

disussed in Se. III.

The three saling laws previously desribed have been derived from physial

onsiderations. We also tested the saling law proposed by Durda et al. , 1998,

whih was derived by �tting the observed size distribution of asteroids with the

results of their model. We used the parameters from their �t 1. The quantity

derived by Durda et al. is Q

�

D

, the spei� energy for dispersal, i.e. M

T

Q

�

D

is the

minimum kineti energy of the projetile required to disperse at least half the mass

of the target, aounting for potential reaumulation. From their numbers, we get:

Q

�

D

= 1:1445 � 10

�7

D

1:028

e

�

5:932 �10

�6

p

8:895 10

12

+6:586 10

10

ln (D)+2:466 10

11

ln (D)

2

�

; (9)

where D = 2R. In our ollisional model, we onsider the spei� energy required

to shatter the target, Q

�

S

. Reaumulation is aounted for subsequently, by the

spei�ation of the fration of kineti energy given to the fragments (f

KE

) and the

veloity distribution (PF or umulative). How are Q

�

D

and Q

�

S

related ?

As a �rst step, let us derive the relationship between Q

�

D

and f

KE

. Here we

assume a umulative veloity distribution (Eq. 6). Sine dispersal is de�ned by

f(> v

es

) > 1=2, from Eq. 6 we obtain that for the ritial ollision orresponding to

Q

�

D

, v

min

= 2

�1=k

v

es

. We reall that Q

�

D

is the minimum projetile energy required

for target dispersal, assuming that 1=2 of the projetile energy E

K

is delivered to the

target and that a fration f

KE

of this is partitioned into kineti energy of fragments.

Thus, for the ritial ollision orresponding to Q

�

D

we have:

f

KE

=

2E

fr

M

T

Q

�

D

=

k

k � 2

2

�2=k

v

2

es

Q

�

D

; (10)
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Following Durda and Dermott, 1997 (their Eq. 7), we de�ne the minimum energy

to disperse a given target as the sum of the energy needed to shatter the body and

the energy required to disperse the fragments:

E

K

= Q

�

D

M

T

=

Q

�

S

M

T

f

SH

+

1

f

KE

0:411

2GM

2

T

D

: (11)

Here, we introdue f

SH

whih is the fration of kineti energy of the projetile used

to shatter the target, assumed to be 1/2 in our work, while Durda and Dermott

used f

SH

= f

KE

. In Eq. 10, for onsisteny with Eq. 11 and Durda and Dermott,

we use:

V

2

es

= 0:822

4GM

T

D

: (12)

This yields:

Q

�

S

= f

SH

"

Q

�

D

�

1

f

KE

0:411

2GM

T

D

#

= f

SH

Q

�

D

"

1�

k � 2

k

2

2=k

1

4

#

: (13)

Figure 1 shows the value of S

Durda

= Q

�

S

� as a funtion of R, using � = 2500 kg/m

3

,

as in all our simulations.

One the outome of the impats between any given pair of asteroids is al-

ulated, the results are plugged into the ollisonal evolution model, as mentioned

above.

Campo Bagatin et al. , 1994a, and Campo Bagatin, 1998, showed that in a

ollisional system with a sharp uto� at small sizes, a perturbation to the stationary

distributions arises in form of \waves", that is osillations about the steady state

power law distribution found by Dohnanyi, 1969. To avoid this \wave" e�et, we

do not evolve the smaller mass bins that would diretly be inuened by the uto�

with the general algorithm. Instead, we fore those bins (typially the 15 smaller

mass bins) to follow a power law distribution, the exponent of whih is the average

power law exponent of the next 10 bins. In this way, the bins that evolve aording

to the general algorithm always have an appropriate set of projetiles and then do

not exhibit the wave pattern. If the number of onstrainted bins is dereased, we

may see a wave develop. If it is inreased, nothing hanges, but this inrease the

omputational requirement. Due to this foring of the number of bodies in the small

size bins, there is a hange in mass. But it is negligeable due to the rather shallow

size distrbution at small sizes, the mass being in the large bodies.

III About \Rubble{Piles"

The existene of asteroid rubble{piles is both possible and probable. It is possible

beause from a theoretial point of view it is lear that suh objets may form;

on the other hand, many authors have suggested suh bodies to explain features

of omets and asteroids ompositions (Weissman, 1986, Asphaug and Benz, 1994,

Melosh and Ryan, 1997, Whipple, 1998, Wilson et al. , 1999). And it is now also

probable that rubble{piles exist; observations of the late omet Shoemaker{Levy 9
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(1994), and of asteroid 253 Mathilde, observed in 1997 by the NEAR probe, suggest

low densities and porous onstitutions due to their struture (Chapman et al., 1999,

Cheng et al., 1999, Davis et al., 1999).

Many arbitrary de�nitions may be given in general of what a \reaumulated

body" is, depending on the amount of mass ontributed by the minor fragments with

respet to that of the largest remnant resulting from the breakup. Stritly speaking,

we ould onsider as a reaumulated body any fragment oming from a shattering

event on whih a single pebble had softly landed attrated by its gravitational �eld.

Of ourse, that would provide little information about the struture of the asteroids

wandering in the asteroid belt and of the Near Earth Asteroids. Among the many

possible arbitrary de�nitions, we have seleted the following simple one: we onsider

a body to be reaumulated if the total mass of the reareted minor fragments is

greater than the mass of the largest single fragment M

LR

, that is if

M

LR

<

1

2

M; (14)

M being the mass of the whole reaumulated body. Of ourse in reality the tran-

sition is probably not so sharp: in many instanes the impat outome will be a

single large body oated with a layer of smaller reareted bodies aounting for less

than half of the total mass, but still forming a deep \megaregolith", in other ases

the result will be the formation of an aggregate of a few huge (2{3) fragments, as

seems to be the ase of Toutatis. However, the de�nition given above appears to us

suitable as a �rst approximation.

There are a few points about reaumulated bodies that should be stressed in

order to distinguish them from monolithi, unshattered objets.

Some laboratory experiments have been performed by D.R.Davis and E.Ryan

by impating pre{shattered targets, that is objets that have been previously frag-

mented by a primary impat and then glued together with a speial, weak glue,

simulating gravitational binding. These targets were then re{impated. Many in-

formations about the physial harateristis of the target | suh as the impat

strength S

0

| were obtained from the size distribution of the resulting fragments.

In this way they estimated that this parameter does not hange in a signi�ant way

with respet to the ase of non{pre{shattered material. No signi�ant orrelation

between mass and veloity of fragments has been found in this ase. On the other

hand, no information on other physial parameters like f

KE

was available from these

experiments. Apart from this attempt for looking for di�erenes between the re-

sponse to impats on reaumulated and monolithi bodies, there are some physial

reasons that suggest in priniple a di�erent behaviour.

Some authors have studied the propagation of shok waves in porous (non{

homogeneous) bodies both by analysing experimental outomes (Love et al. , 1993),

and by means of hydroode numerial simulations (Asphaug et al. , 1998), with

similar onlusions pointing towards diÆulties in the propagation itself.

When a monolithi body is shattered by an energeti ollision, the shok wave

generated at the ontat surfae travels aross the body exiting the pre{existing

aws, that oalese and give rise to many di�erent fragments; the shok wave even-

tually rebounds at the opposite side of the body and subsequently extinguishes (e.g.:
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Grady, 1985). Part of the energy liberated in the impat still remains as kineti en-

ergy that is delivered to the fragments (this fration an be haraterized by f

KE

)

to work against gravitational binding energy. The fragments that are aggregated by

self{gravity after ejetion, fall upon eah other in a random way forming an irreg-

ular struture with many voids, eventually with a layer of regolith formed by �ne

debris over the surfae. If suh an objet happens to undergo a subsequent energeti

ollision we expet that a large amount of damage is produed in the proximity of

the impat point, with the appearane of fast ejeta. The generated shok wave is

destined to extinguish quite quikly, in fat it shall rebound on the surfae of the

fragments in whih it develops and shall not be able to propagate further in the tar-

get: this is a main di�erene in the response to impats between monolithi bodies

and rubble{piles. (Note that this may not be true if the projetile is larger than the

fragments forming the rubble-pile). The fat that the shok wave is aborted implies

that the fragments forming the struture of a rubble{pile | exluding the ones very

lose to the impat point | should not be seriously damaged, in agreement with the

experiments by Ryan et al. , 1991, so their mass distribution should be more or less

the same as before the impat. A large part of the impat energy is then expeted

to go into a very large number of highly inelasti ollisions between the fragments

forming the rubble-pile, and into rotations of the fragments themselves that shall

sramble the objet hanging somehow its shape. As a result of this proess, a lot of

energy is dissipated, and little kineti energy is going to reah external fragments,

whih then will not be able to esape the binding energy of the rubble{pile. If this

is what happens in this kind of impats, the dispersion of rubble{piles requires more

energeti impats than the dispersion of unshattered bodies, a onlusion supported

also by Love et al. , 1993. Following this onjeture, we have hosen to make two

di�erent kinds of simulations. Even if the senario desribed above looks reasonable

(we are still working on a quantitative estimate of this kind of kineti proess), we

onservatively hose to onsider|at least for the nominal ase|all bodies, both

rubble{piles and unshattered bodies, to respond to impats in the same way (f

KE

=

0.1), and we investigated the e�et of onsidering rubble{piles as having a di�erent

response, shematially summarized by imposing f

KE

= 0.01.

IV Results

All the simulations reported below have been run onsidering the full diameter range

from 1 m to 1000 km, although we have plotted only the range from 100 m to 1000 km

(anyway, no reaumulation was found to be notieable at smaller sizes). The mean

relative ollisional veloity assumed is V

rel

= 5:85 km=se. The simulated time span

for the ollisional evolution of the asteroid belt is 4:5�10

9

yr, namely the age of the

Solar System. In Table 1, we give the saling laws and parameters for eah ollisional

model we used. As desribed in Se. II, eah model, exept Durda's saling law, an

have two di�erent veloity distributions: the PF distribution, haraterised by \r",

and the umulative distribution, haraterised by \k". Hene a ollisional model

will be designated by its number and a subsript (PF or um) de�ning the veloity

11



distribution. The time{evolution algorithm uses real asteroidal ros{setion and

intrinsi ollision probabilities (Bottke et al. , 1994). For the initial onditions,

we have assumed the same moderate-mass population that we had adopted in our

earlier works (Campo Bagatin et al. , 1994a,b). We refer to those papers, to Davis

et al. , 1985, 1989, 1994 and to Campo Bagatin, 1998 for a detailed disussion of

the general features of the ollisional evolution proess and its dependene on the

starting onditions and the assumed impat response parameters. It is interesting

to note that some onstraints on the a priori unknown parameters an be derived

by the observed spin rate distribution of asteroids, besides their size distribution

(Davis et al. , 1989; Farinella et al. , 1985, 1992).

IV.A Case 1: the Strain{Rate saling law

We ompare here the e�et of the two veloity distributions. Figure 2 presents the

fration of rubble-piles in the ase of strain{rate saling law (ase 1), as a funtion

of diameter of the target. The solid line shows the umulative veloity distributions,

while the dashed line shows PF veloity distributions. The main feature is the large

rubble-pile fration for bodies from a few hundred kilometers down to 10 or 1 km.

The upper uto� is due to the large strength of bodies of that size. In order to

have a rubble-pile, aording to our de�nition, the mass of the largest fragment

after the ollision and before reaumulation must be less than half the target mass

(the reaumulated body needs to be at least twie as massive as the largest intat

fragment), orresponding to what is alled a fragmentation. Hene the kineti energy

of the projetile must be larger than 4�=3R

3

S, implying a minimum size for the

projetile (R

p

� R

p;min

= R(2S=(�V

2

rel

))

1=3

). Given the large value of S, the number

of available projetiles is quite small, and the probability of shattering the largest

targets over the age of the solar system is quite low. In addition, the kineti energy

deposited by a shattering ollision grows with target size faster than the binding

gravitational potential, hene the kineti energy available for the fragments is large

enough to allow them to esape the gravitational potential. Thus the lak of rubble-

piles of large size is due to a de�ieny of both fragmentation and reaumulation.

At the small-size uto�, on the ontrary, the veloity distribution plays an important

role.

IV.A.1 Cumulative veloity distribution

We �rst onsider the umulative veloity distribution ase. In Fig. 3a, we present

the ratio of reaumulated mass over mass of the largest intat fragment for a ritial

mass projetile|that is for a projetile large enough to shatter the target|(solid

line) and the maximum ratio over di�erent projetile sizes (dashed line). The hor-

izontal dotted line sets the limit for what we all a rubble-pile. Atually, reau-

mulation to form a rubble-pile an our only for targets larger than about 20 km,

whih orresponds to the smallest size of rubble-piles in Fig. 2. Note that when

rubble-piles an form (dashed line above the horizontal dotted line) then impats

by the smallest projetiles apable of shattering the targets an already reate them
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(the solid line rosses the horizontal dotted line at the same point as the dashed

line). These small projetiles are the most numerous, and hene this explains the

rather large fration of rubble-piles obtained in the ollisional evolution. In addition,

for targets smaller than 100 km, the rubble{pile formed ontains more than half the

mass of the original target. Hene, it belongs to the same bin than the target, so

very few of the formed rubble-piles belong to the bins smaller than �20 km. The

rubble-piles in these bins, when hit by a larger than ritial projetile, would not

reaumulate, and hene would disappear from the population.

IV.A.2 PF veloity distribution

Figure 3b presents the same quantities in the ase of PF veloity distribution. In

this ase, targets down to 1.4 km an be shattered and yet produe a rubble-pile.

However, one needs a projetile larger than the ritial size to obtain a rubble pile. In

Fig. 4, we display the size of the ritial projetile (solid line), the size of the smallest

projetile that yields a rubble-pile (short-dashed line) and the size of the projetile

giving the largest reaumulation ratio (long-dashed line), as a funtion of target

size. We an see that down to 10-20 km, the size of the smallest impator that an

reate a rubble-pile is just slightly larger than the ritial shattering impator (whih

is just in the next size bin). Hene the number of reaumulation events is quite

signi�ant ompared to the number of disruptions. For smaller sizes, the number of

projetiles that an reate a rubble-pile is less and less signi�ant ompared to the

number of disruptive projetiles, and the mass of the reaumulated body beomes

a smaller fration of the target mass. Hene the fration of rubble-piles dereases

below �10 km, and remains non-zero even at sizes smaller than 1.4 km, atually

down to �500 m.

Another major di�erene with the umulative veloity distribution is the large

gap in size between the reaumulated body and the largest esaping fragments.

In the PF model, the largest fragments are the slowest, and therefore they are the

ones that will reaumulate. Only the rather small fragments an esape. In the

umulative veloity distribution, on the ontrary, fragments of every size have the

same veloity distribution. Thus for any given fragment size, there is the same

frations of esaping fragments and of reaumulated fragments. It results then

that the size distribution of esaping fragments shows a smaller gap between the

reaumulated body and the largest esaping fragment.

IV.B Case 2: a shallower mass-veloity relationship

The PF and umulative veloity distributions an be viewed as the two extremes of a

wide spetrum of veloity distributions. For the umulative distribution, we assume

no relation between mass and veloity. For the PF distribution, there is a strit

relation between the mass and the veloity of the fragments. Up to now, we have

studied the ase were the mass-veloity relationship is as steep as the experiments

allow. We now onsider a PF veloity distribution with a shallower dependane,

i.e. a smaller value of the exponent r: r = 1=13. In this ase, the small fragments
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tend to have a lower veloity, and thus less kineti energy than before. Sine we did

not hange the other parameters, there is an exess of kineti energy to be shared

between the largest fragments. So the largest fragments tend to have a larger veloity

than before, and most of them would esape the gravitational binding potential. As

a result, we expet to have less rubble-piles with to this small value of r than with

the former larger value, as an be seen in Fig. 5.

IV.C Case 3: more dissipative rubble-piles

We onsider now the ase in whih rubble-piles have a lower eÆieny in delivering

kineti energy to fragments. As explained in Se. III, rubble-piles are very likely

to be at least as resistant to shattering than monolithi objets, but they might

be muh more resistant to dispersion. The only hange in fragmentation model in

this ase, ompared to ase 1, is in the f

KE

oeÆient, set to 0.01 for rubble-piles,

onsidered now to be more dissipative.

Figure 6 represents the fration of rubble-piles. The main di�erene with the

previous ase (Fig. 2) is a larger fration of rubble-piles at sizes smaller than 200 km.

The upper uto� is the same as in ase 1, for the same reasons. In the main size

range for whih rubble-piles are important, their fration hanges from �40-60% in

ase 1 to �60-90% in the present ase, depending on the reaumulation model. Due

to the small amount of kineti energy that the fragments an get, when a ollision

ours most of them would reaumulate on the largest one. While monolithi

bodies ontinue to be disrupted by some ritial ollisions, rubble-piles instead would

survive the same ollisions; atually, they are shattered by those ollisions, but then

they reaumulate to form a body of essentially the same size. In this way their

populations grows with time.

At the lowest uto� size, the umulative veloity distribution ase allows for

rubble{piles down to 4 km, that is to sizes �ve times smaller than for ase 1 (20 km).

Reaumulation and reation of rubble-piles is then possible for targets as small as

4 km. At the beginning of the simulation, there is no rubble-pile in the range 4{

14 km. Very few rubble-piles are reated in this size range by ollisions on targets

larger than 20 km by larger than ritial projetiles. These rubble-piles, on the other

hand, are mostly shattered and reaumulated to roughly the same size; all these

proesses result in a small population of rubble-piles at this size range.

For the PF veloity distribution ase, rubble-piles as small as 500 m an be

shattered and reaumulated. However, here again|as explained in Se. IV.A.2|for

sizes smaller than �10 km, this requires projetiles larger than the ritial shattering

size. Sine these projetiles are less numerous than ritial ones, the most ommon

outome of a shattering ollision would be the reation of monolithi fragments,

smaller than half the target's mass. Then the fration of rubble-piles is more or less

the same|in this size range|for the PF veloity distribution ase, in the ase of

\standard" and low values of f

KE

.
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IV.D Cases 4 and 7: weak bodies

We onsider now \weaker" bodies, for whih the strain{rate saling law with S

0

=

3 � 10

5

J/m

3

and the hydroode saling law representative of basalt with S

0

= 8:22 �

10

6

J/m

3

are onsidered. The main di�erene between the PF and the umulative

veloity distribution that we have seen so far, i.e. a notieable fration of rubble-

piles that extends to smaller sizes in the former ase than in the latter, holds for the

ases of weaker bodies that we have tested. In these ases, we will study only the

umulative veloity distribution, sine it gives smooth �nal populations. In the PF

ases, rubble-piles are simply also present at sizes an order of magnitude smaller.

The frations of rubble-piles for both ases 4 and 7 are shown on Fig. 7. This

fration is larger than for ase 1 (Fig. 2), and rubble-piles are present at smaller and

larger sizes. At all sizes, targets an be shattered by smaller projetiles than in ase

1, that is with less kineti energy. Hene the fragments reated in the ollisions are

less likely to esape, even for ollisions by ritial projetiles. Targets larger than

200 km an therefore be shattered and reaumulated, as well as the ones smaller

than 10 km. The smaller size of ritial projetiles inreases their number for a given

target size, thus favouring the reation of rubble-piles between 10 and 200 km, as

ompared to ase 1. Here, the strength in the strain{rate saling law is 10 times

smaller than the one displayed on Fig. 1. So it beomes smaller than for hydroode

saling at sizes smaller than about 5 km. It follows that rubble-piles exist only down

to �4 km in the ase of hydroode saling, while they exist down to �2 km in the

ase of strain{rate saling.

IV.E Cases 5 and 6: Strong bodies

We onsider now the two ases in whih we assume very \strong" targets. One

an see on Fig. 1 that multiplying the strain{rate saling strength by 10 makes it

very lose to the energy saling strength. So we expet to get rather similar results

in both ases. In the present ases, as opposed to the previous ones, it is rather

diÆult to reate rubble-piles. The energy required to shatter a given target is 10 to

100 times larger than before, and the ritial impats deliver a lot of kineti energy

to the fragments, while the largest fragments are rather large, making it diÆult

to reaumulate enough mass to form what we all a rubble-pile. Atually, for the

umulative distribution veloity ases, there are essentially no rubble-piles (fration

less than 3 � 10

�3

) at any size.

In the PF veloity distribution ases, rubble-piles an still be reated, albeit in a

narrower size-range, as an be seen in Fig. 8. The largest rubble-piles are about half

the size as those in ase 1, while the smallest ones are about twie as large, around

1 km. The maximum fration of rubble-piles is about 40%, between 20 and 50 km.

IV.F Case 8: Durda et al. saling law

We �nally onsider the saling law proposed by Durda et al. , 1998 that they

obtained by �tting the \debiased" observed size distribution of asteroids for bodies
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larger than a few kilometers. A note of aution is neessary here. First, as mentioned

in Se. II, they derived a saling law for the ritial spei� energy for dispersal,

while our model requires the ritial energy for shattering. This led us to de�ne

a varying f

KE

as a funtion of the size of the target (Eq. 10). Seond, the details

of fragmentation models are di�erent (see Durda and Dermott, 1997 and Petit and

Farinella, 1993). For onsisteny reasons, we only onsidered the umulative veloity

distribution ase, with k = 9=4. In Fig. 9, we have plotted Eq. 10 with this value

of k, and Q

�

D

given by Eq. 9 and V

es

by Eq. 12. This urve is haraterized by a

maximum of 0.6 around 6-7 km and signi�ant dereases for both smaller and larger

targets.

For the reation of rubble-piles, we must onsider three di�erent regimes. First,

for the large targets, larger than �200 km, the strength is very large, so large that

almost no projetile an shatter targets of that size. In ase shattering ours, the

kineti energy available is so large that enough fragments esape to avoid reating

a rubble-pile, despite the derease of f

KE

from 0.1 to 0.015. For intermediate size

targets, between 1 and 200 km, the strength is in the same range as in the previous

ases. However, f

KE

is large at that size, and the kineti energy of the fragments

allow them to esape. Finally, for smaller targets, even though the strength is quite

small and f

KE

is small also, the gravitational binding energy dereases too fast to

allow for muh rearetion. In addition, the ollisional lifetime of bodies of that size

is quite small, due to the small strength, and most of the fragments are atually

regenerated by fragmentation of larger targets. These freshly reated fragments

appear at �rst as monolithi bodies.

As noted above, f

KE

reahes unrealistially low values at small sizes, and maybe

even at large sizes. This results from the requirement that only half the mass of the

target has a kineti energy large enough to esape (Eq. 10). However, it may turn

out that the amount of kineti energy of the fragment is larger than the minimum

required by f(> V

es

) > 1=2. This is the ase, for example, for small targets where

the ritial shattering energy is quite large ompared to the gravitational binding

energy, thus yielding to V

min

> V

es

. So a more realisti de�nition of f

KE

ould be:

f

KE

= max

 

k

k � 2

2

�2=k

v

2

es

Q

�

D

; 0:1

!

: (15)

In this ase, Q

�

S

is omputed from the �rst part of Eq. 13. However, the ratio

1

f

KE

0:411

2GM

T

D

Q

�

D

never exeeds �0.05, even when f

KE

has no lower limit, and it an be muh smaller

than that if we use Eq. 15. Hene the strength is mostly unhanged, and there is no

reaumulation of rubble-piles (aording to our de�nition). In all the simulations

performed using Durda et al. saling law, the maximum reaumulation is about

20-25% of regolith on top of the largest fragment.

Here we give a brief explanation as why we think that Durda et al. , 1998

is not totally self{onsistent. The ollisional evolution model used is that work
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is essentially the one desribed in Durda and Dermott, 1997 (hereafter D & D)

whih seems to su�er from some unphysial assumptions. D & D use a power-law

di�erential size distribution for the fragments resulting from a ollision between a

target and a projetile larger than D

min

determined by their eq. (9)

dN = BD

�p

dD: (16)

They make a onfusion in the de�nition of p. They �rst give its value as being

slightly larger than 2.5 (eq. (11), page 149), and then as being slightly larger than 3.5

(page 155). The later value atually orresponds to the di�erential size distribution

exponent, while the former orresponds to the umulative size distribution. Their

eq. (12) relates the di�erential size distribution exponent to the frational size of the

largest remnant b. So the appropriate range of values for p is really 3.5 to 4. In their

simulations, they �x p, hene �xing b. So the size of the largest fragment is �xed

with respet to the size of the target, regardless of the kineti energy of the ollision.

Finally, in D & D, the reaumulation is negleted. Atually, they don't onsider the

reaumulation to be a di�erent proess from shattering. In a shaterring followed by

reaumulation, one would �rst have a power-law size distribution of fragments, and

then, some of them (whih ones depend on the mass-veloity relationship) would

rearete on the largest fragment. Hene the distribution would onsist of a very

large fragment (the rubble pile) and a power-law distribution of smaller fragments,

with a gap in between. In Durda et al. , 1998, the only hange is to de�ne the

minimum kineti energy required as:

E

min

=MQ

�

: (17)

The largest remnant an therefore be either a monolithi fragment or a rubble pile.

But the size distribution is always a power-law with a �xed exponent, starting from

that largest remnant. In addition, the values they use for p (2.82 and 2.47) seem to

be umulative size distribution exponents, whih is not learly stated, and ontrary

to the expeted di�erential size distribution exponent.

IV.G Benz and Asphaug, 1999 saling law

During the review proess, we have learnt about the new saling laws proposed by

Benz and Asphaug, 1999 and whih was not yet published at the time we performed

all the alulations presented in the present paper. Here again, as in Durda et al. ,

1998, the authors give Q

�

D

as a funtion of the size of the target. In addition, all the

other assumptions that we make about the outome of a ollision are not present

in that work, neither expliitly nor impliitly. Therefore, it is not really relevant to

use Benz and Asphaug saling law in our model. However, we run a simulation for

a basalti target, and de�ning Q

�

S

aording to Eq. 13, f

KE

being given by Eq. 15.

For reasons similar to those presented in Durda et al. ase, we found no rubble{pile

satisfying our de�ntion.
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V Conlusions

Our results show that reaumulation is probably ommonplae (albeit not \univer-

sal") for main{belt asteroids in the intermediate diameter range from�10 to 200 km.

In this range the fration of rubble-piles goes from about 30% to 100%, depending

on physial parameters. This may extend to smaller or larger sizes, namely from

0.5-1 to 500 km, depending on the ollisional response parameters. The upper uto�

varies mainly with the assumed saling law for the impat strength S, allowing for

larger targets to reaumulate after ollisions if they are weak. Rubble-piles an

exist in a notieable fration down to �0.5-1 km if we assume a �xed mass-veloity

relationship suh as the one in Eq. 5. For a probably more realisti veloity distri-

bution, suh as the one given in Eq. 6, the smallest rubble-piles have a diameter

of 3 to 15 km, depending on the strength of the targets. When assuming weak

targets, suh as with the hydroode saling law, or the strain{rate saling law with

S

0

= 3 � 10

5

J/m

3

, the fration of rubble-piles exeeds 90% from 5 to 300 km. On

the opposite, for strong targets, the formation of rubble-piles beomes more diÆ-

ult. Atually, no rubble-pile is formed with the umulative veloity distribution,

for the energy saling and the strain{rate saling with S

0

= 3 � 10

7

J/m

3

, and it

does not exeed 40% for the PF veloity distribution. When applying our algorithm

to Durda et al. , 1998 saling law, and hanging from Q

�

D

to Q

�

S

, we obtain no

rubble{pile aording to our de�nition (largest fragment less than half the mass of

the reaumulated body).

The simulations performed in this work show that the mass-veloity dependene

is a main feature of the physis of ollisions at high veloity. Caution has to be

taken when onsidering this relationship in a very shemati way, espeially for

small values of the exponent of the power law. In fat, negleting the dispersion of

data atually present in all laboratory experiments on this issue, may lead to wrong

onlusions. We �nd a very strong dependene of the reaumulation fration, at

any given size, on the mass{veloity relationship. Considering very shallow mass{

veloity relationships, leads to very small frations of rubble{piles, below 20% for

r = 1=13 around 100 km (Fig. 5), and negligible at other size ranges; lose to 0% at

all sizes for r = 0. We believe that this is only an e�et of the way the mass{veloity

relationship is modelled. Experimental results for the mass and veloity of fragments

show that data are widely dispersed, and that they are loosely distributed about

some power{law relationship. If we shematially assume a mathematial expression

like the one given in the text for that relationship, we are foring every fragment of

mass m

i

to have a given veloity v

i

. In the ase in whih the relationship between

these two quantities is very shallow, that is when r is very small or, as an extreme

ase, when it is zero, then all fragments would have almost the same speed. That

speed may be smaller or larger than the esape veloity from the body. In the ase

with r = 1=13 we �nd that most of the fragments have veloities larger than the

esape veloity, and we obviously end up with almost no reaumulation. In this

way we introdue an arti�ial bias into the proess, that shows up to be relevant

at very small values of the exponent r. More laboratory experiments are indeed

needed to better bound this relationship. It is lear now that having no relationship
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between mass and veloity of fragments (that is assuming a umulative model) is not

at all the same thing as having a mass{veloity relationship with a null exponent.

It seems obvious that both PF and umulative models are two \extreme" ways to

model the reaumulation proess; in the former ase the mass-veloity relationship

is taken into aount \too seriously", while in the latter it is ompletely negleted.

Is the truth somewhere in between? That is probably the ase, and we intend to

re�ne the modelling of the phenomenon in future work.

Another interesting result of our simulations is that if we wish to model in a

realisti way the ollisional evolution of asteroidal systems, we should not neglet

the physial di�erenes between reaumulated and unshattered bodies. We have

summarized this di�erenes just fousing on the response to impats in terms of

the di�erent fration of kineti energy f

KE

, (f

KE

=0.1 for unshattered objets, and

f

KE

=0.01 for rubble{piles) delivered to the fragments in the two ases, and we have

found that this implies a detetable di�erene in the population of asteroids at the

end of the ollisional evolution, and that the fration of reaumulated asteroids is

notieably higher.

Both the fats that rubble-piles may be harder to disrupt ompared to unshat-

tered objets, and that they may not be unusual also at km-sizes, may have diret

onsequenes on future deviation/destrution strategies regarding the risk of impat

events on Earth by asteroids.
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Figure aptions

Figure 1: Strength versus diameter of the target aording to the di�erent saling

laws onsidered in the simulations. The strength is the ritial energy per unit

volume needed to shatter a target so that the largest fragment has half the mass of

the inital target.

Figure 2: Fration of rubble-piles (reaumulated asteroids with mass larger than

twie the mass of the largest fragment) versus diameter at the end of ollisional evo-

lution. This plot orresponds to the ase 1, strain{rate saling, for both ummulative

(solid line) and PF (dashed line) veloity distribution. The urves are somewhat

irregular due to the stohasti nature of the ollisional proess. Depending on the

size of the ritial projetile ompared to the enter of the orresponding bin, the

largest fragment an vary a lot, and also its ability to rearete material.

Figure 3: Ratio of mass of reaumulated fragments over mass of the largest fragment

after shattering, as a funtion of target size, for ase 1. Solid line orresponds to an at

least ritial projetile (belonging to the smallest bin that is large enough to shatter

the target), and dashed line to the maximum reaumulation when varying the

projetile mass. (a) Cumulative veloity distribution. (b) PF veloity distribution.

Figure 4: Projetile diameter versus target diameter for the ritial projetile (solid

line), the smallest projetile apable of reating a rubble-pile (short-dashed line)

and for the maximum reaumulation (long-dashed line) for ase 1 and PF veloity

distribution, as a funtion of target size. The two dashed urves stop when there is

no more reaumulation. The roughness of the urve is due to the disreteness of

the size bins (size ratio of 2

1=3

), preventing to �nd the exat ritial values.

Figure 5: Same as Fig. 2, but for PF veloity distribution and r = 1=13.

Figure 6: Same as Fig. 2, but for more dissipative rubble-piles, i.e. f

KE

= 0.01 for

rubble-piles.

Figure 7: Same as Fig. 2, but for ases 4 (solid line) and 7 (dashed line).

Figure 8: Same as Fig. 2, but for ases 5 (solid line) and 6 (dashed line).

Figure 9: f

KE

as a funtion of target diameter, as derived from Durda et al. best

�t for Q

�

D
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Case Saling law S

0

(J/m

3

) f

KE

r k

1 Eq. 2 3 10

6

0.1 1/6 2.25

2 Eq. 2 3 10

6

0.1 1/13 -

3 Eq. 2 3 10

6

0.1/0.01 1/6 2.25

4 Eq. 2 3 10

5

0.1 1/6 2.25

5 Eq. 2 3 10

7

0.1 1/6 2.25

6 Eq. 1 3 10

6

0.1 1/6 2.25

7 Eq. 3 8.22 10

6

0.1 1/6 2.25

8 Eq. 13 - Eq. 10 - 2.25

Table 1: The physial parameters used in the simulations are summarized here. The

material density � = 2500 kg/m

3

and the self{ompression oeÆient � = 100. For

eah ase we list here the saling law, the material strength S

0

, anelastiity oeÆient

f

KE

, mass{veloity exponent r, and umulative veloity distribution exponent k,

when appliable.
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Figure 1; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 2; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 3; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 4; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 5; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 6; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 7; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 8; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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Figure 9; A. Campo Bagatin et al.
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